Tech21 T217813 Samsung
Galaxy Note
10 5G Evo
Check Case Black
Tech21 Evo Check case for Samsung Galaxy Note 10
features three layers of ultimate protection against
scratches, bumps and drops. Despite being ultra-thin
and lightweight, the case protects your device from
drops of up to 12ft (3.66m). Key Features Three layers
of ultimate protection Tech21 Evo Check case features
3 distinct layers, which blend in with each other to
provide an excellent protection for your brand new
Samsung Galaxy Note 10 device. On top of the widelypopular PC and TPU layers, the case comes reinforced
with a patented 'ribbed' design, as well as a Tech 21
exclusive FlexShock material, which have all been
specifically designed to absorb the impact energy of a
drop, bump and knock. Special scratch-resistant coating
Your phone might already be protected, however,
Tech21 has gone an extra mile to protect your case
from damage too. A special scratch-resistant coating
has been applied to the case, which allows it to stay
and look immaculate at all times. 12ft of market-leading
drop protection If you are looking for a highly-protective
case for your brand new Samsung Galaxy Note 10,
then look no further! Tech21 Check Evo case has been
specifically designed to be able to withstand and protect
your device from drops of up to 12ft (3.66m), which is
genuinely impressive knowing how thin and lightweight
it is. Access to all ports and features The Evo Check
case optimises functionality to all of the Samsung

Galaxy Note 10's ports and features. The case features
open sections for the charging port, camera, buttons
and the headphone jack for easy use. Ultra-thin fit
design for wireless charging compatibility Due to
Tech21 Evo Check being just 1.6mm thin, it enables you
to flaunt the beauty of your new Samsung Galaxy Note
10, but also keeps the case practical to suit all of your
needs. This means that you can enjoy excellent network
reception and unobstructed wireless charging capability,
whilst the phone is in the case. *image are for
illustration purposes only
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